A g-dimensional abelian variety A /F over a number field F is of GL(2)-type if End
0 (A /F ) := End(A /F ) ⊗ Z Q contains a field E of degree g. We call such a field E an endomorphism field of A. We say that an F -simple abelian variety A /F over a number field F of dimension g is non-CM if End 0 (A /F × F Q) does not contain any semi-simple commutative algebra of degree 2g over Q (cf. [ACM] ). If an abelian variety A /F of GL(2)-type is F -simple, D = End 0 (A /F ) is a division algebra with a positive involution α → α * . Since D has a maximal commutative subfield stable under * , we may assume that its endomorphism field E is totally real or a CM field. The Galois action on the Tate module of an F -simple abelian variety A /F of GL(2)-type with endomorphism field E produces a two-dimensional strictly compatible system of Galois representations ρ A = {ρ λ : Gal(Q/F ) → GL 2 (E λ )} λ indexed by primes λ of E. Thus we have its L-function L(s, ρ A ). Two F -simple abelian varieties A and B = A χ are twist equivalent if L(s, ρ B ) = L(s, ρ A ⊗ χ) for a finite order character χ : Gal(Q/F ) → Q × . Note that the dimension is possibly unbounded over a twist equivalent class. Since Tate's conjecture has been proven by Faltings for abelian varieties, one could formulate this equivalence by insisting that the two abelian varieties share a simple component over an abelian extension of F . In this more geometric context, Q-simple abelian varieties have been studied in depth as Q-simple factors of modular Jacobians by Ribet (for example, see [R] and his papers quoted there). However we adopt an analytic definition of twistequivalence using their L-function as it can also be applied to rank 2 Q-motives (for which the Tate conjecture is still unknown). Here the identity of two L-functions 814 HARUZO HIDA means the identity of the coefficients of the Dirichlet series after suitably choosing embeddings of the endomorphism fields of A and B, respectively, into Q. We recall that an abelian scheme A of dimension g over a field κ of characteristic p is called ordinary if we can embed μ g p into A over an algebraic closure of κ. In this paper, the expression number field means a finite extension of Q. We make the following Conjecture. For a given base number field F , fixing a prime ideal p of F over a rational prime p, there are only finitely many twist equivalence classes of non-CM F -simple abelian varieties of GL(2)-type with good reduction everywhere outside p and potentially ordinary good reduction modulo p.
Assuming F = Q, if F p = Q p and F is not an imaginary quadratic field, there are only finitely many characters of p-power conductor; so, one may replace twistequivalence by isomorphism in the conjecture. If F p = Q p , there could be infinitely many characters of p-power conductor (this is a problem related to the Leopoldt conjecture). Anyway, in the extreme case of [F p 
we have infinitely many characters of p-power conductor, and starting from an F -simple A, the twist A χ by a character χ with a p-power conductor satisfies an inequality dim A χ ≥ [Q(χ) : Q] if the order of χ is sufficiently large (since End 0 (A) ⊃ Q(χ)). Thus without bounding the dimension, we cannot replace twist-equivalence by isomorphism. We have formulated the conjecture in the above way since by doing this, there is no need to bound the dimension (nor the p-conductor). If we delve into Ribet's theory of absolutely simple factors of modular Jacobians (cf. [R1] ), one might be able to formulate the conjecture in terms of absolutely simple factors (but we do not touch this point in this paper).
For some primes p, it is easy to see that there are infinitely many twist equivalence classes of super-singular (i.e., no nontrivial p-torsion F p -points) Q-simple abelian varieties of GL(2)-type having potentially good reduction at p and good reduction everywhere else (see Remark 3.2). If we fix a Q-simple non-CM abelian variety A with dim A ≤ 2 and vary primes, A is ordinary at each prime (of a well-chosen number field possibly different from Q) in a set with Kronecker density one (see [O] , 2.7 and [H12] , Section 7). The density 1 result is only known up to abelian surfaces but is expected to be true in general. On the other hand, if we vary such abelian varieties, even allowing potential ordinarity at p (but requiring good reduction outside p), we believe that its twist equivalence classes are finitely many. What we prove in this paper is Main Theorem. If p > 2 and F = Q, then the above conjecture holds.
Actually, for small primes p = 3, 5 and 7, there is no such abelian variety defined over Q (see the argument after Question 2.3). There is also a motivic version of this theorem (see Remark 4.2). If we take for granted a well-believed principle that the L-function of the compatible system ρ A of an F -simple abelian variety A of GL(2)-type should be given by the L-function of a cohomological automorphic representation π of GL 2 (F A ) of weight corresponding to Hodge weight (1, 0), one would expect that there are finitely many isogeny classes of F -simple abelian varieties with everywhere good reduction, since such a π must have level 1 and there are only finitely many such π of level 1. Since modularity of ρ A has been proved at least potentially if F is totally real by R. Taylor (cf. [T] ), this finiteness (under bounding conductor) could now be accessible, but some serious problems remain. More precisely, for each ρ A over a totally real field F , Taylor finds a totally real extension F A/F dependent on A over which ρ A is modular. A conceivable idea is to bound the number of isogeny classes of modular abelian varieties A of GL(2)-type of conductor 1 over F A which descends to F . If we find such a finite extension F := F A independent of A, the desired finiteness follows, as there are finitely many automorphic forms of level 1 on GL(2) /F of a given weight. The problem of finding F independent of A is difficult without assuming the desired finiteness outright. Thus, plainly there is some serious work to be done for making explicit the field F A (at present, we do not even know the finiteness of isomorphism classes of 2-dimensional mod p odd Galois representations of a given prime-to-p conductor for a general F = Q). More geometrically, it is a celebrated theorem of Fontaine that there is no abelian scheme over Z (see [F] ). Fontaine's theorem is a starting point of the induction process found by Khare-Wintenberger for proving Serre's mod p modularity conjecture (see [KW] ). If we ease the reduction property to potentially good ordinary reduction, we have to allow all π of p-power level; so, even for twist-equivalence classes, it is not evident that the number of classes is finite. By [KW] , I, Theorem 10.1, if F = Q, ρ A is known to be associated to an elliptic Hecke eigenform f and A is isogenous to Shimura's abelian factor A f of the Jacobian of X 1 (N ) for the conductor N of ρ A . We use this fact and a characterization of CM p-adic analytic families of cusp forms given in [H11] to prove in the text a stronger version of the main theorem (see Theorem 4.1).
We assume p > 2 in the main theorem because of the reliance of this result on one of the main results in [H11] (see Theorem 1.1 in the text) whose proof was given assuming p > 2, though we probably would be able to remove this assumption at least for the result we use here. Since one of the referees pointed out the importance of including the prime p = 2 in our scope in view of (hopefully) plausible applications towards generalization (in Hilbert modular cases) of the proof of the mod p modularity conjecture, the author hopes to include p = 2 and also try to generalize the result of this paper to totally real base fields in a forthcoming paper (see Remark 4.3 for some more details of possible generalization).
Throughout this paper, we fix algebraic closures Q of Q and Q p of Q p and field
Analytic families of Hecke eigenforms
Fix a positive integer N prime to p. A p-adic analytic family F of modular forms is defined with respect to the fixed embedding i p : Q → C p . We write |α| p for the p-adic absolute value (with |p| p = 1/p) induced by i p . We also fix a field embedding Q p → C inducing the inclusion on Q ⊂ C. As a base ring, we take a (sufficiently large) discrete valuation ring W ⊂ Q p that is finite flat over the p-adic integer ring Z p . Put p = 4 if p = 2 and p = p otherwise. Take a Dirichlet character
, and consider the space of elliptic cusp forms S k (Γ 0 (Np r p), ψ) with character ψ as defined in [IAT] (3.5.4). Let the ring Z[ψ] ⊂ C and Z p [ψ] ⊂ Q p be generated by the values ψ over Z and Z p , respectively. The Hecke algebra over Z[ψ] is the subalgebra of the linear endomorphism algebra of S k (Γ 0 (Np r p), ψ) generated by the Hecke operators T (n): HARUZO HIDA where T (n) is the Hecke operator as in [IAT] , §3.5. We put
When we need to indicate that our T (l) is the Hecke operator of a prime factor l of Np r p, we write it as U (l), since T (l) acting on a subspace 
is identified with the power series ring W [[x] ] by a W -algebra isomorphism sending γ ∈ Γ to 1+x. As constructed in [H86a] , [H86b] and [GME] , we have a unique 'big' ordinary Hecke algebra h = h(ψ). (C1) h is free of finite rank over Λ equipped with
In the sequel, we sometimes make use of another variable
were valid for k = 1, h/Xh would have been the Hecke algebra of weight 1; so, we call the variable X of Λ the variable centered at weight 1.
Let Spec(I) be a reduced irreducible component
, we call it an arithmetic point, and we write ε P = ε, k(P ) = k ≥ 2 and p r(P ) for the order of ε P . If P is arithmetic, by (C2), we have a Hecke eigenform f P ∈ S k (Γ 0 (Np r(P ) p), εψ k ) such that its eigenvalue for T (n) is given by a P (n) := P (a(n)) ∈ Q p for all n. Thus I gives rise to a family F = {f P |arithmetic P ∈ Spec(I)} of Hecke eigenforms. We define a p-adic analytic family of slope 0 (with coefficients in I) to be the family as above of Hecke eigenforms associated to an irreducible component Spec(I) ⊂ Spec(h). We call this family slope 0 because |a P (p)| p = 1 = p 0 for the p-adic absolute value |·| p of Q p (it is also often called an ordinary family). We call this family analytic because the Hecke eigenvalue P → a P (n) at P for T (n) is given by an analytic function a(n) on (the rigid analytic space associated to) the p-profinite formal spectrum Spf(I). Identify Spec(I)(Q p ) with Hom W -alg (I, Q p ) so that each element a ∈ I gives rise to a "function" a : Spec(I)(Q p ) → Q p whose value at (P :
is a P := P (a) ∈ Q p . Then a is an analytic function of the rigid analytic space associated to Spf(I) (in the sense of Berthelot as in [dJ] , Section 7).
Each (reduced) irreducible component Spec(I) ⊂ Spec(h) has a 2-dimensional absolutely irreducible continuous representation ρ I of Gal(Q/Q) with coefficients in the quotient field of I (see [H86b] ). The representation ρ I restricted to the p-decomposition group D p is reducible with unramified quotient character (e.g., [GME] , §4.2 and §4.3). We write ρ ss I for its semi-simplification over D p . As is now well known (e.g., [GME] , §4.2), ρ I is unramified outside Np and satisfies (Gal)
where
By (Gal) and Chebotarev density, Tr(ρ I ) has values in I; so, P •Tr(ρ I ) : Gal(Q/Q) → Q p (P ∈ Spec(I)(Q p )) gives rise to a pseudo-representation of Wiles (e.g., [MFG] , §2.2). Then by a theorem of Wiles, we can make a unique 2-dimensional semi-simple continuous representation ρ P : Gal(Q/Q) → GL 2 (Q p ) unramified outside Np with Tr(ρ P (Frob l )) = a P (l) for all primes l outside Np (though the construction of ρ P does not require the technique of pseudo representation and was known before the invention of the technique; see [MW] , §9, Proposition 1). When P is arithmetic, this is the Galois representation associated to the Hecke eigenform f P (constructed earlier by Eichler-Shimura and Deligne; e.g., [GME] 
, §4.2).
A component I is called a CM component if there exists a nontrivial character
We also say that I has complex multiplication if I is a CM component. In this case, we call the corresponding family F a CM family (or we say that F has complex multiplication). If F is a CM family associated to I with ρ I ∼ = ρ I ⊗ χ, then χ is a quadratic character of Gal(Q/Q) which cuts out an imaginary quadratic field M , i.e., χ = M/Q . Write I for the integral closure of Λ inside the quotient field of I. The following three conditions are known to be equivalent: Indeed, (CM1) is equivalent to ρ I ∼ = Ind Q M λ for a character λ : Gal(Q/M ) → I × unramified outside Np (e.g., [MFG] , Lemma 2.15). Since the characteristic polynomial of ρ I (σ) has coefficients in I, its eigenvalues fall in I; so, the character λ has values in I × (see [H86c] , Corollary 4.2). Then by (Gal), λ P = P • λ :
is a locally algebraic p-adic character, which is the p-adic avatar of a Hecke character
of type A 0 of the quadratic field M /Q . Again by (Gal), f P is the theta series with q-expansion a λ P (a)q N (a) , where a runs over all integral ideals of M . By k(P ) ≥ 2 (and (Gal)), M has to be an imaginary quadratic field in which p is split (as holomorphic binary theta series of real quadratic fields are limited to HARUZO HIDA weight 1; cf. [MFM] 
, §4.8). This shows that (CM1)⇒(CM2)⇒(CM3). If (CM2) is satisfied, we have an identity Tr(ρ
for all primes l outside Np. By Chebotarev density, we have Tr(ρ I ) = Tr(ρ I ⊗ χ), and we get (CM1) from (CM2) as ρ I is semi-simple. If a component Spec(I) contains an arithmetic point P with theta series f P as above of M/Q, either I is a CM component or otherwise P is in the intersection in Spec(h) of a component Spec(I) not having CM by M and another component having CM by M (as all families with CM by M are made up of theta series of M by the construction of CM components in [H86a] , §7). The latter case cannot happen as two distinct components never cross at an arithmetic point in Spec(h) (i.e., the reduced part of the localization h P isétale over Λ P for any arithmetic point P ∈ Spec(Λ)(Q p ); see [HMI] , Proposition 3.78). Thus (CM3) implies (CM2). We call a binary theta series of the norm form of an imaginary quadratic field a CM theta series.
We quote the following key result from [H11] , Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 6.3 combined. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose p > 2. Let K := Q[μ p ∞ ] and A ⊂ Spec(I)(C p ) be an infinite set of arithmetic points P with fixed weight k(P ) = k ≥ 2. The family F has complex multiplication if and only if lim sup
P ∈A [K(a(p, f P )) : K] < +∞.
Archimedean and p-adic CM types
We define Inf L/F Σ = σ : L → Q σ| F ∈ ΣΣ P = σ : Q(a(p, f P )) → Q |i p (σ(a(p, f P )))| p = 1 is a CM type of Q(a(p, f P )) for all P ∈ A. (2
) The family F has CM if and only if the ratio
We avoid primes over ((1 + x) − γ 2 ) because f P for such a prime could have its abelian variety A P with potentially multiplicative reduction and in that case, Σ P is the complete set of embeddings of Q(a(p, f P )) into Q p (not a half or less).
Proof. Actually the second assertion essentially implies the first, because we have [Q(a(p, f P )) : Q]/|Σ P | = 2 for all P ∈ A if Σ P is a CM type. However for expository reasons, we first prove (1).
A CM abelian variety of type (F, Σ) over a number field has potentially ordinary good reduction at the place induced by i p if and only if Σ p is a p-adic CM type. Let F P = Q(a(p, f P )). If F has CM under an imaginary quadratic field M , then F P contains M , and Σ P = Inf F P /M Σ 0 for the CM type Σ 0 given by Σ 0,p = {i p | M }. This shows the "only if" part.
To prove the "if" part, let K P = Q(ε P ) and
By the definition of Σ P , we have Σ P,p ∩ Σ c P,p = ∅; i.e., Σ P gives rise to a p-adic CM type. Since K has only one p-adic place and [K P 
for the constant C = (p − 1)/p independent of P . Take W sufficiently large so that all characters of (Z/N pZ)
where ψ runs over all (even) characters of (Z/N pZ) × .
Since Inf L P /F P Σ P is at most the number of conjugate slope 0 forms f σ P indexed by σ ∈ Σ P (which is bounded by the rank of the Hecke algebra
This is impossible if F does not have CM, since sup
We now prove (2). Write the bound as B; so, [F P 
Since the equality (2.1) and the estimate (2.2) still hold, we have, for
Again by Theorem 1.1, F has CM.
If k(P ) = 2 and ψ 2 ε P = 1, Σ P is a CM type if and only if the abelian variety A P associated to f P in [IAT] has ordinary good reduction over Z p [μ p r(P )+1 ]. To see this, as is well known, the Frobenius endomorphism Φ of
et (e.g., [GME] , Theorem 4.2.6 (1)); so, the characteristic polynomial P(X) of Φ over Q coincides with a power of the characteristic polynomial of α := a(p, f P ). Then decomposing the total set of field embeddings of Q(f P ) into
Thus Ξ P = ∅ (⇔ Σ P is not a CM type) implies that the Newton polygon of P(X) has middle positive slope between 0 and 1; so, A P is ordinary if and only if Σ P is a CM type. Thus we get from the above theorem the following fact.
Corollary 2.2. Let A be an infinite set of arithmetic points in Spec(I) outside ((1 + x) − γ 2 ). Suppose p > 2 and k(P ) = 2 for all P ∈ A. The family F has CM if and only if the abelian variety A P associated to f P by Shimura has ordinary good reduction over Z p [μ p r(P )+1 ] for all P ∈ A. In particular, if F does not have CM, the set made up of arithmetic points P with A P having ordinary good reduction over
Question 2.3. For a given slope 0 family F without CM indexed by Spec(I), let Ord 2 (I) = {P |A P has ordinary good reduction over
By the corollary above, this set is a finite set. What are the numbers |Ord 2 (I)| and R = sup
Could Ord 2 (I) be empty?
For N = 1 and for very small primes p = 3, 5 and 7, because of the nonexistence of slope 0 analytic families of prime-to-p level 1, we conclude the nonexistence of non-CM Q-simple abelian varieties of GL(2)-type defined over Z[ 1 p ] with potentially ordinary good reduction at p. Similarly, it is known that X 1 (Np) has genus 0 if 1 ≤ Np ≤ 10 and Np = 12; so, we can extend a bit our list of (N, p) without a potentially p-ordinary abelian variety of GL(2)-type of prime-to-p conductor N . On the other hand, the prime p = 11 is the smallest to have a nontrivial family (of prime-to-p level 1), but even for this simplest family at p = 11 containing Ramanujan's Δ-function, we do not know if Ord 2 (I) = ∅. Thus it would be interesting to make specific computations targeted to finding potentially ordinary factors of the modular Jacobians for a fixed small level N .
Eknath Ghate informed me of the following example of A P with nonordinary good reduction at p = 13: Take weight 2, level 221 = 13 · 17 with quadratic nebentypus. Then the Hecke algebra breaks into 4 Galois orbits (of dimension each 4+4+6+6 dimensional over Q). The two six-dimensional factors have equal Hecke polynomial for T (13) given by
Thus we have slopes 0, 1/2, and 1, each of multiplicity 2 for the above polynomial. These abelian varieties are associated to slope 0 forms but do not have ordinary good reduction over Z 13 . See [BG] , Table I for some other information of this example. Numerically, we can find A P with nonordinary reduction modulo p, but they are rather rare for small level primes p; so, Ord 2 (I) could be large though it is a finite set. The same question can be asked, fixing k(P ) = k > 2 and moving arithmetic P , for
Here M P is the rank 2 motive attached to f P with coefficients in Q(f P ). However the ordinarity here means that its Newton polygon of M P as a motive with coefficients in Q coincides with the Hodge polygon of M P . Again for (N, p) listed above for the nonexistence of such abelian schemes, we conclude also the nonexistence of such motives independent of weight k.
We add here a p-adic version of Theorem 2.1. Though we do not use the following result in the proof of the main theorem, the result might have some value on its own, as there is some hope of determining (asymptotically) the number of primes over p and their ramification in the Hecke field via this type of results.
Theorem 2.4. Let the notation be as in Theorem 2.1. Let A be an infinite set of arithmetic points in Spec(I) outside ((1 + x) − γ 2 ). Suppose p > 2 and that k(P ) for P ∈ A is a constant k ≥ 2. We then have: is bounded independent of P ∈ A.
Proof. By the definition of Σ P , we have Σ P,p ∩Σ c P,p = ∅. If Σ P,p is a p-adic CM type of Q(a(p, f P )), then plainly Σ P is a CM type of Q(a(p, f P )); so, the first assertion follows from Theorem 2.1 (1).
We prove (2). We use the notation defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1; so,
Take W sufficiently large so that all characters of (Z/N pZ) × have values in W × . Write H = ψ h(ψ), where ψ runs over all characters of (Z/N pZ) × . On the other hand, since Inf L P /F P Σ P is at most the number of conjugate slope 0 forms f σ P (which is bounded by the rank of the Hecke algebra H/((1 + x) p r − γ k )H acting on them), we have, for r = r(P ),
Write the bound as B; so, [
by the equality (2.3) and the estimate (2.4), we have, for
Again by Theorem 1.1, F has CM. HARUZO HIDA
Super-cuspidality implies super-singularity
Let f be an elliptic Hecke eigenform of weight 2 which generates an automorphic representation π = l π l with local representation π l at primes l. Let ρ λ : Gal(Q/Q) → GL 2 (Q l ) be the λ-adic Galois representation associated to f . Then we know by [C] , Théorème A and [W] , if π p is super-cuspidal and p > 2, for λ p, there exists a quadratic extension M/Q p and an infinite order character
M ϕ and ϕ| I p has finite order (for the decomposition group D p = Gal(Q p /Q p ) and its inertia subgroup I p ). Even if p = 2, again by Weil [W] (see also [K] , 5.1), there exists a finite extension K of Q 2 and a quadratic extension
and ϕ| I p has finite order (now for the decomposition group D p = Gal(Q p /K) and its inertia subgroup I p ). Since any Galois conjugate f σ has its automorphic representation super-cuspidal at p, writing l for the rational prime below λ, the l-adic Tate module of Shimura's abelian variety A f attached to f (cf. [IAT] , Theorem 7.14) becomes unramified at p over a finite extension of Q p ; so, A f has potentially good reduction at p by the theorem of Néron-Ogg-Shafarevich in [ST] . Proof. We use the notation introduced above the proposition. In particular, take K = Q p if p > 2 and K /Q 2 to be as defined above if p = 2, and M /K is the quadratic extension specified above the proposition. Let E be the subfield of Q generated over Q by the Hecke eigenvalues of f ; so, we identify E with the E-linear endomorphism algebra End 0 E (A f/Q ). We have already proven that A f has potentially good reduction modulo p. Take a finite extension L ⊂ Q p of Q p such that A f extends to an abelian scheme A over the integer ring of L. By extending L, we may assume that L contains the field M and is a Galois extension of K. Let A be the special fiber of A. Define another character ψ : Gal(Q p /M ) → Q (X − ψ(φ) ) is in E [X] . Then the characteristic polynomial over Q of the Frobenius endomorphism Φ of A over the residue field F of L is given by σ:E →Q P σ (X) for conjugates P σ (X) of P (X) under field embeddings σ : E → Q. If ( ) e = (p) in the integer ring of L, we get conjecture. It is plausible that our conjecture follows from the totally real version of Serre's modularity conjecture once the result of [H11] is generalized to the Hilbert modular case. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 given in [H11] , we used at many places the fact that the base Iwasawa algebra has a single variable. However, the number of variables of the p-ordinary Hecke algebra of level p ∞ (under the notation in the conjecture) is greater than or equal to [F p : Q p ] . Thus more work needs to be done to generalize Theorem 1.1 to Hilbert modular cases.
